
1. Pendency of Cases
Topic:  Polity and Governance

In News: The pendency of cases in Indian Judicial system could be mitigated by digitalisation of

the judiciary.

More on the Topic:

Statistics on Pendency of Cases:
● India takes an average of 2,184 days to dispose a case in its subordinate courts, 1,128

days in its High Courts, and 1,095 days in the Supreme Court, bringing the total life cycle
of a case in India to 12+ years.

● Over 4.7 crore cases are pending across various courts in India. Of them, 87.4 per cent
were pending in subordinate courts, 12.4 per cent in High Courts, and nearly 1.8 lakh
cases have been pending for over 30 years.

Reasons for Pending Cases:
● Human Resource Crunch: There are only two judges per one lakh Indians. The Law

Commission report in 1987 recommends at-least 50 to 1 million. Population has
increased by over 25 crore since 1987.

● Insufficient number of courts: Budgetary allocations for the whole judiciary are a
pathetic 0.1% to 0.4% of the whole budget. India needs more courts and more benches.

● A highly litigious Indian society, etc.



● Improved Awareness: The recent socio-economic advances and the resultant awareness
of legal rights, has given courage to common people to approach courts of law for
justice.

● Archaic and Vague Nature of Laws: The archaic laws that fill up the statute books, faulty
or vague drafting of laws and their multiple interpretations by various courts are also
reasons for prolonged litigation.

Effects of Pending Cases:
● Innocent Persons being punished: The prison occupancy across the country has been

over 115% for the past 3 years. 69.05% of the total prisoners comprise under-trial
inmates.

● This means that 2 out of 3 innocent (unless proven guilty) prisoners are in jail awaiting
the disposal of the case.

● High cost of legal fees.
● Witness hesitancy/hostility.
● Death or disappearance of a witness.
● Economic loss.
● Loss of faith of citizenry in the justice system.
● Foreign investors are increasingly doubtful about the timely delivery of justice, which

affects the success of programs like ‘Make in India’.
Way Ahead:

● The 14th Law Commission of India Report, published in the year 1958, attributed the
root cause of the problem of pendency of cases to inadequate judges strength.

● The government needs to double the number of judges and create all India Judicial
Service.

● To reduce the huge backlog, it was also suggested to decentralise the High Courts.
(230th Law Commission of India Report, published in 2009)

● Fix the NJAC controversy at the earliest and start appointing judges in Supreme Court
and High Courts.

● More courts n the nature of Fast Track Courts, Lok Adalats, and Gram Nyayalayas
should be created and promoted.

● Digitization of the Judicial process could reduce pendency in a significant level.
Source: Indian Express
_____________________________________________________________________________________

https://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/report14vol1.pdf
https://www.clearias.com/union-judiciary-supreme-court/
https://www.clearias.com/union-judiciary-supreme-court/


1. Bhopal Ramsar Wetland

Topic: Environment and Ecology

In News: The National Green Tribunal has directed the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB)

and Madhya Pradesh Pollution Control Board (MPPCB) to periodically monitor the activities of a

cruise vessel polluting the Bhoj wetland.

More on the Topic:

● According the petition which led the NGT direction, Small cruise vessels with
passengers act as floating colonies that pollute water bodies with sewage, wastewater
and other contaminants.

● A mid-sized cruise vessel can consume 150 tonnes of fuel each day and dump toxic
waste in water.

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/water/unique-programme-in-bangladesh-shows-the-way-to-wetland-management-60040


● The state government has permitted the operation of the cruise with a capacity of 50
passengers, but even broad estimates suggest that human sewage of 19,000 litres will
be generated in a week alone.

The Important Laws and Rules Governing Wetlands:
● Environment Protection Act, 1986, which states prevention of water pollution
● Biological Diversity Act of 1974 and 2002
● Wetland Conservation and Management Rules 2017

About Bhojtal Wetland:
● The wetland is a Ramsar site with international importance and has two lakes, Upper

lake, also called Bhojtal and Lower Lake or Chhota Talaab.
● It is located at Bhopal, MP.
● It provides drinking water to 1.2 million people.
● Upper lake hosts 15 varieties of fish and turtles.
● About 2,500 migratory birds across the world visit the wetland that serves as a breeding

and nesting habitat for them.
Source: DTE
_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Alien Specie of Plants in Tiger Reserves
Topic: Environment and Ecology

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/centre-proposes-controls-over-wetlands-1449
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/climate-change/cop14-information-on-75-of-wetlands-included-in-the-list-of-ramsar-sites-is-outdated-85853


In News: A new study by Wildlife Institute of India has found that Several alien invasive plants growing

together can have a detrimental effect to the biodiversities in tiger habitats.

More on the Topic:

● The study was conducted at Kanha Tiger Reserve.
● India’s biodiverse ecosystems are threatened by a variety of alien plants like Lantana

camara, Parthenium hysterophorous, Prosopis juliflora, etc, introduced during British
colonisation.

● Lantana alone has pervasively invaded 44 per cent of India’s forests.
The Harmful Effects of Alien Plant Specie:
● The plants can put pressure on native forage plants and drive away wild herbivores

which are the food source for the big cats. 
● Multiple alien species together affected soil nutrients, which may have depleted the

richness of diverse plants.
● The abundance of rich grasses and herbs, the signature component of these ecosystems,

was the most affected.
● There was hardly any regeneration of important plants like amla or even the most

common tree the sal.
● Native wild herbivores like chital and sambhar did not prefer the commonly found

plants in invaded areas. They preferred rare forage plants, which were already depleted
in infested areas. 

● Reduced forage availability for herbivores like sambar and chital, which are major prey for
tiger, leopard, and dhole in this landscape, threaten the sustenance of these carnivores
in invaded regions. 

Way Ahead:
● It is highly recommended to prioritise restoration investments in the least invaded

regions to retain native biodiversity and slowly upscale such restored habitats.
● There is a need of investments in scientific restoration in India to mitigate the impacts of

biological invasions.
About Kanha Tiger Reserve:
● It stretches over an area of 940 square km in the two districts - Mandla and Balaghat - of

Madhya Pradesh.
● It has a significant population of Bengal tiger, Indian leopard, dhole, sloth bear, Bengal fox

and Indian jackal. The barasingha is adapted to swampy areas. The gaur inhabits
meadows and waterholes in the park. Blackbuck has become very rare.

● It is the first tiger reserve in India to officially introduce a mascot, Bhoorsingh the
Barasingha.

● It is home to Gond and Big tribes as well.
Source: Hindu

1. The National Disaster Response Force

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/forests/study-offers-clues-on-ecological-gain-of-weeding-out-lantana-87113


Topic: Governance

In News: The National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) celebrated its 16th Foundation Day.

More on the Topic:

● The National Disaster Response Force is an Indian specialized force constituted "for the
purpose of special response to a threatening disaster situation or disaster" under the
Disaster Management Act, 2005.

● National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is a force of 16 battalions, organized
on para-militarylines, and manned by persons on deputation from the para-military
forces of India: three Border Security Force, three Central Reserve Police Force,
two Central Industrial Security Force, two Indo-Tibetan Border Police, two Sashastra
Seema Bal and one of the Assam Rifles.

● The "Apex Body for Disaster Management" in India is the National Disaster
Management Authority.

● The Chairman of the NDMA is the Prime Minister.
● The responsibility of managing disasters in India is that of the State Government.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battalion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paramilitary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Border_Security_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Reserve_Police_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Industrial_Security_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-Tibetan_Border_Police
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sashastra_Seema_Bal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sashastra_Seema_Bal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assam_Rifles


● The ‘Nodal Ministry’ in the central government for management of natural disasters is
the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA).

Source: Indian Express
_____________________________________________________________________________

5.’Banjara Community’
Topic: Culture

In News: Prime Minister Narendra Modi symbolically distributed Hakku Patra (land title deeds)

to five families of the Banjara (Lambani) community.

More on the Topic:

● Hakku patras or title deeds is a property ownership document, and the bearer of the
document owns the land.

● The title deeds enable owners to avail of bank loans with the said document. They will
also be eligible to buy or sell land to which the title deed is granted by the government.

About Banjara Community:
● Banjara is a nomadic tribe of India and were the vital supply chain for villages.
● With roots in Rajasthan, Banjaras now live in several states and are known by different

names like Lambada or Lambadi in Andhra Pradesh, Lambani in Karnataka; Gwar or
Gwaraiya in Rajasthan etc.

https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/bangalore/pm-narendra-modi-karnataka-infrastructure-projects-8391856/


● They were commercial nomads, that is, hundreds of years ago they distributed salt and
other essential items to interior villages, but they did have a connection with the land.

● The Banjaras were among many tribes that resisted the British attempt to seize their
lands for plantations and enrol them as labour.

● The Banjaras are a key scheduled caste sub-group in Karnataka, although they are
considered to be a tribal group in terms of the lives they lead.

● The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes together make up nearly 24 per cent of the
state population.

Source: Business Standard
_______________________________________________________________________________

6. Export Promotion Capital Goods Scheme

Topic: Government Schemes

In News: The government has announced a one-time relaxation from maintaining average

export obligations and an option to extend the export obligation period for certain sectors

under the Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) scheme.

More on the Topic:

● EPCG Scheme was launched in the 1990s to facilitate import of capital goods with the
aim to enhance the production quality of goods and services, thereby, increasing India’s
international manufacturing competitiveness.



● EPCG Scheme allows import of capital goods for pre-production, production and
post-production at zero customs duty.

● Second-hand capital goods may also be imported without any restriction on age under
the EPCG Scheme.

● The EPCG scheme is administered by the Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT)
and is governed by the Foreign Trade Policy of India.

Source: Business Standard

7. Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT)

Topic: Science and Technology

In News: A radio signal originating from atomic hydrogen in an extremely distant galaxy was

detected by the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) located in Pune.

More on the Topic:

● This is the largest astronomical distance over which such a signal has been picked up.
● Atomic hydrogen is the basic fuel required for star formation in a galaxy.
● When hot ionised gas from the surrounding medium of a galaxy falls onto the universe,

the gas cools and forms atomic hydrogen.
● This then becomes molecular hydrogen and eventually leads to the formation of stars. 

About GMRT:
● GMRT is an array of thirty fully steerable parabolic radio telescopes of 45 meter

diameter.
● It is operated by the National Center for Radio Astrophysics of the Tata Institute of

Fundamental Research (NCRA-TIFR).
● GMRT is an indigenous project.



● The location for GMRT, Pune meets several important criteria such as low man-made
radio noise, availability of good communication, vicinity of industrial, educational and
other infrastructure and, a geographical latitude sufficiently north of the geomagnetic
equator in order to have a reasonably quiet ionosphere and yet be able to observe a
good part of the southern sky as well.

Source: Business Standard


